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Abstract. The process of selecting subsets out of a sequence of events on
the grounds that told together they constitute an interesting narrative�
known as story sifting�has become a topic of interest due to its applica-
bility in video games that automatically develop large scale simulations
of story worlds. Existing approaches to story sifting operate by matching
subsequences of the available events onto patterns of plot considered to
be of interest. The present paper proposes a two stage approach that
combines a process of matching small strings of events connected by
common sense relations�such as asking someone on a date and having
them accept, or developing an attachment to someone who has given us
a present�and an evolutionary search procedure that explores combina-
tions of this type of paired events into longer sequences that constitute
small plot lines about romantic entanglement. This procedure is run over
the log of a multi-agent system that simulates a set of characters that
develop a set of a�ective a�nities between them as a result of social
interactions of a romantic nature.

Keywords: narrative generation · multi-agent simulation · story sifting
· evolutionary procedure.

1 Introduction

As the average person goes through their day, they witness a thousand small
events and take part in a further set of events. At any point during that time, if
called upon, they can very easily isolate a very concise subset of those events as
worth telling, and they can build the resulting selection into a story that seems
cohesive, makes sense, and appears to have a connecting thread that makes it in-
teresting. This is what any of us does when asked about our day, or what we have
been doing, or what is happening back where we came from. In computational
terms, these tasks are far from trivial.
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In practical terms, these tasks involve a number of cognitive operations: (1)
identify relations between the events that have happened (usually of causality or
intention), (2) identify chains of relations between the events, (3) consider which
events in a given chain would be relevant to mention in an interesting story, and
(4) consider which chains of events, included together in a given story, give rise
to an interesting plot.

The speci�c challenge of identifying what may constitute an interesting plot
ultimately relies on the ability to model the reactions of a reader when reading
the corresponding story. The present paper brings together a number of prior
achievements in the computational modeling for plot and the dynamics of reading
the discourse for a story with an evolutionary algorithm that operates over the
set of events from a log for a simulation about social interactions between a set
of characters. These social interactions basically involve one character proposing
an activity to another character, who decides whether to accept the invitation
or not.

2 Previous Work

For the present paper, we will review previous work on social simulations as pos-
sible sources from which to extract narratives, story sifting solutions to select
story-worthy events from a set of facts, and narrative composition for telling
stories about facts that are already known rather than invented for the purpose.
Finally, e�orts to model computationally the reaction of a reader to a given nar-
rative are reviewed in search of solutions that can provide means for quantifying
the relative merit of di�erent candidate narratives.

2.1 Social Simulations as Sources for Narrative Renderings

A multi-agent system (MAS) consists of a set of software entities, the agents,
that are autonomous�they can make their own decisions� and interact with
their environment and among themselves in terms of cooperation, coordination,
negotiation or competition.

The work described in [12] presents a multi-agent planner system that is
capable of generating stories taking into account plot coherence and charac-
ter believability. A similar approach is used in the Sabre system [15] where a
centralized planner is used to generate the story. Comme il Faut (CiF) [7] is
a knowledge-based system that models the complex interplay between social
norms, character desires, cultural background, and social interactions. Based on
this information it can be used to support simulations of agents engaging in
social settings.

Charade [10] is a multi-agent simulation designed to express relations and
interactions between characters in a storyworld based on the existing a�nities
between the characters, and to model the evolution of these a�nities through
a given period of time. Based on the model of a�nities between them, agents
propose activities to other agents, who accept or reject them. The result is a log
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of interactions and evolutions of a�nity levels. An example of a fragment of a
log for the Charade sytem is shown in Table 1. These logs are subsequently used
to generate episodes within a narrative [1].

Megan PROPOSE friend_have_lunch Meredith

Lester PROPOSE friend_chat Robert

Suzette PROPOSE friend_chat Silvy

Betty PROPOSE friend_weekend_out Clark

Meredith PROPOSE mate_watch_tv Lester

Clark REJECT-PROPOSAL friend_weekend_out Betty

Lester REJECT-PROPOSAL mate_watch_tv Meredith

Meredith ACCEPT-PROPOSAL friend_have_lunch Megan

(...)

Table 1. An example of a fragment of the log generated by the Charade multi-agent
simulation system.

2.2 Story Sifting

Early work on computational creativity generated literary texts by selecting a
subset of lines from an extensive source �le [11]. A re�nement on this technique
that mines sequences of events corresponding to interesting stories from the logs
of agent-based simulations has become a line of research known as story sifting.
James Ryan's PhD thesis [13] outlines how, rather than automatically inventing
stories, narrative may emerge from the activity of characters set in motion in
a simulated story world, and de�nes the task of curating such narratives out
of simulation logs as story sifting. The Felt story sifting and simulation engine
[6] introduced the concept of story sifting patterns, which are descriptions of se-
quences of events that exhibit high potential to be part of interesting narratives.
This line of research lead to the development of Winnow [5], a domain-speci�c
language for specifying story sifting patterns that can be run on ongoing simu-
lations to identify event sequences with narrative potential.

2.3 Evolutionary Solutions for Exploring Search Spaces of Plot

Evolutionary solutions rely on �tness functions that measure the quality of the
�nal output with no consideration of how particular individuals might be con-
structed. This makes them particularly suitable to explore a search space of
narratives based on existing work analysing narrative as a product. Examples of
the use of evolutionary solutions to validate particular narratives in relation to
other candidate drafts are: [14] which relies on an evolutionary approach to iden-
tify optimal candidates from an initial population built using knowledge-based
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heuristics, [4] which explores a search space of combination of plot templates
using metrics for story consistency from a semantic point of view, or [8] which
identi�es combinations of partially ordered graphs of events associated with par-
ticular entities to maximise story coherence and story interest.

Of particular relevance for the approach in this paper is the work of [3]
which applies an evolutionary search process to identify optimal combinations
of plot-relevant units of abstraction�called axes of interest�into narratives. The
axes of interest have free variables that need to be instantiated with particular
characters. The procedure involved separate processes for selecting a set of axes
of interest with unbounded variables for the roles of the characters, establishing
a relative ordering between them, and creating instantiations of the unbound
variables with characters for the story. The instantiations of these variables are
chosen to ensure meaningful connections across events in the story, both in terms
of causal relations between events and certain characters being involved in related
events. An adaptation of this process is used in this paper to sift stories from
simulation logs.

3 Evolutionary Story Sifting from the Log of a Simulation

The present paper operates on the log of events generated by the Charade multi-
agent simulation system [10] as described in Section 2.1. The set of events in the
log is read into a conceptual representation to allow further processing. For
the current prototype, the following types of events are considered: PROPOSE,
ACCEPT-PROPOSAL and REJECT-PROPOSAL.

3.1 Capturing Plot Relevant Connections in the Representation

Format

The present paper bases its approach to story sifting in the identi�cation of
plot relevant connections between events in the log. To achieve this, a plot is
represented in terms of plot atoms, which are abstract descriptions of an event
(such as a character proposing an activity to another) that specify how the roles
speci�c to the plot atom (proposer, proposee) are related to the set of characters
in a given story. The causal connections between plot atoms in a story is captured
in our representation by the concept of axes of interest [2]. The axes of interest
being considered for the present prototype are shown in Table 2.

Axes of interest are used to parse the sequence of events in a log of the
Charade system into subsets of events grouped together by virtue of being in-
stantiations of the plot atoms in a given AoI, appearing in the log in the correct
relative order and with the characters involved matching the constraints of the
AoI in terms of roles. Such subsets of events are referred to as plot projections.
Each plot projection shows the plot atoms in the axis of interest that it instan-
tiates, the set of assignments to the roles corresponding to the AoI, and the
position in the input discourse in which the corresponding plot atoms appear.
An example of the parse of a Charade log into a set of plot projections is shown
in Table 3.
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Axis of Interest Activities Participating characters

ProposalAccepted ProposeActivity proposer = x, proposee = y

ActivityAccepted proposer = x, proposee = y

ProposalRejected ProposeActivity x, proposee = y

ActivityRejected x, proposee = y

Table 2. The two basic Axes of Interest employed by the system. Each axis of interest
de�nes the connection between a proposal event and either an acceptance or a rejection
of it, in terms of the co-instantiation of the variables involved (shown in bold in the
table).

Plot Element Arguments Position

ProposeActivity [Betty, Clark, friend_weekend_out] 4
ProposedActivityRejected [Betty, Clark, friend_weekend_out] 6

(...)

ProposeActivity [Suzette, Silvy, friend_chat] 3
ProposedActivityAccepted [Suzette, Silvy, friend_chat] 11

(...)
Table 3. A example of a fragment of the parse of a Charade log into a set of plot
projections.

3.2 Evolutionary Content Selection based on Plot Projections

By selecting only events which are part of some plot projection we ensure that
the set of characters appearing is fairly coherent and the relative order in which
things happen makes some sense. To ensure full satisfaction we need to consider
a further �lter that guarantees full connectivity between all the events present,
and which establishes some constraint on the relative order in which they appear.
So we need means to identify when a selection of plot projections makes sense
as a story. The present paper proposes the use of an evolutionary solution for
this task.

Our procedure for identifying interesting sub-sequences of events from a log
for the Charade system is de�ned as an adaptation of the solution by [3] described
in Section 2.3. Because our present tasks operates from an input�the log of
the Charade system�that already established the set of events, their relative
order, and the characters that take part in them, most of the procedure needs
to be de�ned anew. However, we will retain the mechanisms for establishing the
relative quality of a given story draft.

Since logs may run for long periods, the search space of all possible sub-
sequences of events that can be extracted from a log is very large. To focus on
output narratives of an acceptable length, the system takes as input an upper
bound on the number of events that can be selected out of a log to build a
narrative.

The adapted evolutionary procedure is initialised with a genetic representa-
tion in the form of a numerical vector that encodes the choice of which of the
plot projections obtained from the parsing of the log to include in the story
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draft under construction. All the other characteristics of the story come already
decided in the log, namely: relative order of events and assignment of characters
to play the roles in each one of them.

A population of individual drafts is created by random assignment of values to
this genetic representation. Values of 1 indicate the plot projection in the given
position is to be included in the story�gene activated�, value of 0 indicates a
plot projection to be ommitted�gene deactivated. To focus on output narratives
of an acceptable length, the system constructs the initial population with a
combination of possible lengths. The upper bound on story size is set to 16. The
number of genes activated in the genetic representation vector must take this
value into account. Because all the axes of interest currently employed connect
a �xed number of two events, the number of activated genes is set to half the
desired story size. The set of story sizes explored is currently set to 6, 8, 10
and 12, which correspond to drafts with 3, 4, 5 and 6 projections. With each
projection involving two characters, three projections is the minimal set that
allows for interactions of at least two di�erent types between two characters or
interactions between more than two characters. The upper bound of 12 is set
empirically to avoid too large drafts.

Mutation operators are de�ned so that they deactivate some gene in the
representation for every gene that they activate. This ensures that the desired
size for the story drafts is respected during evolution.

Cross-over operators are de�ned to select at random a point in the genetic
vector, divide the gene vector for two di�erent drafts at that point, and combine
each initial half with the �nal half of the other draft.

The population is evolved over a desired number of generations. The �tness
function applied is described in the following section.

3.3 Metrics on Story Draft Quality

The �tness function for the evolutionary procedure is based on metrics of three
types:

� metrics that restrict draft size to manageable proportions
� metrics that measure story cohesion
� metrics the measure character variety

Metrics to control draft length assign score of 100 to drafts under 16 events
in length, and 0 otherwise.

The approach in this paper assumes that story drafts will have a higher
quality if constraints of a certain type hold between the projections selected to
appear in the draft. These constraints specify the relative position in which the
events in the selected plot projections appear in the overall sequence of the story
draft with respect to other events in which the same characters participate. To
provide quantitative measure of these aspects we rely on the measures of correct
sequencing of events, and acceptable occurrence of characters sharing roles across
AoIs proposed in [3]. For completeness, a brief summary is included here.
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A given combination of AoIs, such as for instance Betty repeatedly proposing
activities to Clark in spite of his continued rejections, acquires value if the reader
can infer some kind of connections between the two AoIs involved by virtue of
the relative sequencing and the speci�c instantiation of the characters. In the
example shown, the interest of the particular combination in such a story draft
arises from the perseverance exhibited by Betty.

A set of metrics is de�ned to capture this type of constraints for each combi-
nation of AoIs for which relevant connections can be established. The metrics we
are considering now are driven by constraints of the type presented in Table 4. In
each case, an informative label has been added in the �rst column to identify the
feature that justi�es the interest. For each entry marked in bold font in this table,
the row immediately following describes role-sharing constraints and the rows
after that describes sequencing constraints. The full set of constraints includes
further types such as: RefugeSomewhereElse, ChangeOfTarget, HappyStreak,
ReturnInvite or CatchOnTheRebound.

Perseverance ProposalRejected ProposalRejected
proposer = proposer proposee = proposee

SuccessAfterFailure ProposalRejected ProposalAccepted
proposer = proposer proposee = proposee

HappyStreak ProposalAccepted ProposalAccepted
proposer = proposer proposee = proposee

Table 4. Example of constraints.

Finally, a metric has been introduced that scores 100 to drafts that have
between 2 and 4 characters, 50 for drafts of 2 characters or characters above 4
but with less characters than the number of events in the draft, and 0 otherwise.
This compensates the tendency of the more demanding metrics on story cohesion
to force the drafts in the population towards stories with only two characters in
them, and focuses the results on stories about speci�c characters.

A number of combinations of these metrics have been tested to use as �tness
functions. They are discussed in the following section.

4 Discussion

The discussion includes a quantitative comparison with a number of baselines for
the �tness metrics and a qualitative discussion of relations with prior approaches.

4.1 Comparative Evaluation

Any solutions provided by the system must be tested against some objective
function. Such an objective function should require that the draft tell a story
about a particular set of characters (the same set of characters recur throughout
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the draft) and that all events in the draft be tied in to some other event in the
draft by some link of relevance.

These requirements allow us to establish some baselines for our �tness func-
tion. We consider the following alternatives for the �tness functions:

� percentage of projections in the draft that share at least one character with
some other

� percentage of projections in the draft that are connected by consistency
constraints

� ratio of size of largest subset of projections completely connected together
by consistency constraints to overall number of projections

� ratio of size of largest subset of projections completely connected together
by consistency constraints to overall number of projections weighted with
percentage of applicable constraints that are actually satis�ed

These metrics provide a progressive scoring, so that drafts where the se-
quencing constraints are not met are scored relative to how far they need to
be modi�ed for the constraints to be met. This allows mutations that modify
the sequence in the right direction to be scored progressively higher, allowing
evolution to converge towards optimal solutions.

Table 5 shows results for di�erent versions of the system, each con�gured to
run with a di�erent �tness function. For each con�guration the averages for a
set of 6 runs are presented. The features shown include: maximum score found
in population, number of generations required to converge to that top score,
minimum score found in population, number of generations required to converge
to that top score, length of draft in number of events, number of distinct char-
acters that appear in the draft, average of the number of times that characters
are mentioned.

The con�guration of the evolutionary process was kept the same across the
runs: initial population of 20 individuals, evolution over 20 generations, selection
by accumulated �tness of a population of 20 for the next generation, and the
mutation and cross-over operators described in Section 3.2.

Metric Max conv Min conv Length Chars Slots/char

every aoi shares variable 100.0 2.0 100.0 10.7 10.0 4.0 5.0
every aoi in constraint 100.0 7.0 100.0 17.0 10.0 3.8 5.2
all aois connected by constraints 100.0 5.5 100.0 15.3 10.0 3.7 5.5
all aois connected by constraints (weighted) 100.0 5.0 100.0 15.8 10.0 3.3 5.7

Table 5. Results for di�erent metrics.

Several observations can be made from these results. Although all the �tness
functions produce populations that reach the top score, as the complexity of the
metrics increases, the number of generations required for the scores to converge
increases. The point of convergence for the minimum scores provides an indica-
tion of the relative di�culty involved in reaching the top score for all individuals
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in the population. This is relevant because it guarantees a complete population
of quality drafts rather than a single one. There is clearly a preferred size of 10
events per draft that apparently maximises all of these �tness functions. This is
understandable because it allows two pairs of characters, with two projections
connected together for each pair, and at least one additional projection to con-
nect one character from one pair to a character of the other. For larger drafts
it is probably much more di�cult to �nd instances of projections in the simu-
lation that satisfy a su�cient number of constraints. The number of characters
progressively decreases, as the events in the drafts tend to focus on a smaller
set of characters that are the protagonists of the story. The average number of
appearances in the draft per character also increases for the more demanding
metrics.

In terms of e�ciency, the system has been tested with various con�gurations
of the evolutionary parameters to identify the choice leading to best perfor-
mance. Table 6 shows best average scores over six runs with di�erent values for
population size and number of generations, while all other parameters were kept
unchanged. These results show that the algorithm is sensitive to increase both
in the size of the population and the number of generations. They also show
that slightly higher gains in performance are obtained by the increase in the size
of the population. As the increase in number of generations carries a signi�cant
overhead in increased execution times, we settle for a con�guration of population
size of 20 and 30 generations.

Table 7 shows an example of system output expressed in terms of the internal
representation format, together with the corresponding story rendered as text
automatically by the system using basic templates for each of the actions in-
volved. The evolutionary solution was run for 30 generations, with a population
size of 20 individuals. The �nal score for this draft is 100 /100.

This example has been selected on the basis of the perseverance of Silvy in
the face of Mary's rejections, the decision of Mary to take refuge from Silvy in
John, the appearance of Meredith to support Mary, and John's �nal change of
mind later in rejecting Mary's proposals

10 20 50

10 95.0 100.0 98.3
76.7 84.3 74.7
357.3 742.7 1049.7

20 100.0 100.0 100.0
95.0 96.7 100.0
743.8 1174.3 2660.8

30 100.0 100.0
98.3 100.0
984.2 2170.8

Table 6. Best maximum and minimum scores (over 100) and execution times (in
milliseconds) averaged over 6 runs on the same log.
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PR-0-ProposeActivity-100 friend_play_tennis / Mary / Silvy
PR-0-ProposedActivityRejected-101 friend _play _tennis / Mary / Silvy
PA-0-ProposeActivity-113 friend _go _out / John / Mary
PA-0-ProposedActivityAccepted-117 friend _go _out / John / Mary
PA-1-ProposeActivity-532 friend _play _tennis / Mary / Meredith
PA-1-ProposedActivityAccepted-533 friend _play _tennis / Mary / Meredith
PA-2-ProposeActivity-596 friend _serious _talk / Mary / Meredith
PA-2-ProposedActivityAccepted-597 friend _serious _talk / Mary / Meredith
PR-1-ProposeActivity-691 friend _day _out / Mary / Silvy
PR-1-ProposedActivityRejected-692 friend _day _out / Mary / Silvy
PR-2-ProposeActivity-752 friend _serious _talk / John / Mary
PR-2-ProposedActivityRejected-753 friend _serious _talk / John / Mary

Silvy proposes to Mary to play tennis as friends. Mary rejects Silvy's invitation to
play tennis as friends. Mary proposes to John to go out as friends. John accepts
Mary's invitation to go out as friends. Meredith proposes to Mary to play tennis
as friends. Mary accepts Meredith's invitation to play tennis as friends. Meredith
proposes to Mary to serious talk as friends. Mary accepts Meredith's invitation to
serious talk as friends. Silvy proposes to Mary to day out as friends. Mary rejects
Silvy's invitation to day out as friends. Mary proposes to John to serious talk as
friends. John rejects Mary's invitation to serious talk as friends.

Table 7. Example of story draft obtained by story sifting from a Charade log followed
by the automated template-based rendering of the story

In general terms, it is important to point out that the quality of the stories
that can be sifted out of a story log is constrained by the interest of the events
in the log used as input. A possible way of taking this into account would be to
develop an additional set of metrics to measure the interest of the events in the
whole log, and to consider that as a baseline in the sense that stories sifted from
the log cannot add interest other than by intelligent selection.

4.2 Relationship with Prior Work

The original work on the Charade simulation system [10] considered outputs
of the simulation in terms of threads for speci�c characters. That is, a pair of
related characters would be chosen, and an extract of all the events from the log
in which the two characters were involved would be considered. This provided a
span of events too long to be considered a real story. The original work explored
the possible interest of these spans in terms of the evolution of the a�nity value
for relation between the chosen characters.

The Felt story sifting and simulation engine [6] used story sifting patterns
that allowed it to represent combinations of events such as a repetition of be-
trayals, and parse a log to identify sequences of actions that matched them.
The patterns used by Felt are expressed in a linear logic programming language
that allows them to represent more complex combinations than those captured
in the constraints used here. These patterns allow the user to perform very de-
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tailed searches. The solution proposed in this paper, combines a simpler set of
constraints with the power of evolutionary approaches to search.

Now that Large Language Models (LLMs) are starting to be used to perform
tasks that were previously carried out using other techniques, we have also tried
to shed some light on their performance for story sifting [9]. We have tested
ChatGPT using di�erent prompts in order for it to process the original log used
in this contribution and we found several limitations: it cannot use log �les as
input and has a restricted capacity for input data during conversations; it tends
to forget instructions quickly, making it challenging to work with large amounts
of data; it also overlooks sequential inputs, focusing more on the latest batch of
information; when summarizing a set of events, ChatGPT's response is limited
to a concise summary without the ability to select speci�c subsets based on
narrative qualities; ChatGPT tends to introduce its own content, which can make
it di�cult to con�ne the output to the provided input data; ChatGPT's criteria
for story sifting operations are unclear, generic, and challenging to in�uence for
obtaining results aligned with di�erent criteria or speci�c domains. As a result,
our impression is that there is still room for improvement in relation to LLM-
based story sifting, and consequently there is still need to keep on using and
researching on other techniques for this task.

5 Conclusions

Story sifting has become an area of interest for its potential to automatically
develop narratives emerging from large-scale simulations of story worlds. In this
paper, we have proposed a two-stage approach that combines matching small
strings of events connected by common sense relations with an evolutionary
search procedure to explore combinations of paired events into longer sequences
that form small plot lines about romantic entanglement. By running this proce-
dure over a multi-agent system that simulates characters and their social interac-
tions of a romantic nature, the resulting set of narrative plots show both coher-
ence and an interesting chaining of events. The order of events is maintained as
it was generated in the original simulation. Any cases of altered chronology, such
as �ashbacks or �ashforwards, will be addressed in future research. To improve
the set of proposed metrics, potential extensions to cover additional features of
the Charade system will also be explored. The consideration of a�nities between
characters as a relevant aspect to the perceived quality of stories will be explic-
itly examined. Furthermore, the process outlined in this paper for generating
stories can be combined with a method for producing multi-plotline stories, as
described in [4].
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